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It's not just a case of "If they're old
enough to fight they're old enough to
vote;" please see "Privilege5 and Obligations" on Page 4.
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UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA, TAMPA

JULY 10, 1968

Regents · Abolish
Required ROTC
In State System
Three major policy changes
for the state university system involving ROTC; student
discipline and student publications were adopted by the
Board of Regents in their July
1 meeting at Pensacola.
Compulsory ROTC w a s
abolished by the regents in
favor of a voluntary system.
The decision was triggered by
a request from USF last
March for a voluntary unit. At
that time, the Board_approved
the request but on a compulsory basis. President Allen
later withdrew his request.

REGENTS

MEMBER

D.

Burke .Kibler; who favors the
voluntary system, apparently
was able to persuade other
members to his views on the
optional progr_a m at last
week's meeting.
The decision means that the
compulsory programs now in
effe~t at the Univ~rsity of
Florida and at Florida A&M
will be discohtinued next fall.
Whether USF will_ reapply
under the new· policy for a
voluntary unit is not known at
this time.
On student discipline, the
regents voted that state university presidents shall have
the authority to charge, ,suspend, hear and expel students
ivho "disrupt or interfere with
the orderly educational processes or operations of the universities."
THE VOTE is more a reaffirmation of the_ presidents'
authority than a new .. policy
since an opinion of the state
attorney last June had specified that a president had final
authority in cases of students
misconduct.
Opposition . to the regents'

vote came from Council of
Student Body Presidents in
the form .of objection to the
ruling's "vague wording."
Lyman Fletcher, an FSU
student and head of the
Council, said the wording of
the statement should be more .

Taste Of Honey'

1

Opens Thursday
A Taste of Honey opens
Thursday evening for a three
day run in Argos Study
Lounge. Curtain time is 8 :30
p.m.

specific.
HE SAID the policy makers
should be clear about what
constitutes a dishonorable act
as a basis for disciplmary action. He said the statement,
"puts the Board in a box of
their , own making.

Traffic Committee
·N o Longer Jud.ge
A proposal was passed July
1 by the Florida Board of Regents at their meeting in Pensacola, which calls for the
elimination of the duties of the
the USF traffic committee as
a judiciary body, and for a
reduction in some of the traf- .
fie fines.
Under the proposal, a per. son would post a bond seven
. working days after he has received a traffic citation for a
hearing before the· Tampa
Municipal · Court, said James
Garner, USF security chief.
He added that the security office will make arrangements
for appearance before the
·court in Tampa.

GARNER SAID that this
bond would be equivalent to
the fine itself. The fine · is
based on previous offenses of
the same type and any late
'charges.
Garner said that the pro__po:3ed..chang,es ir_l--traffic regu- ·
lations will Gome beginning in
September.
He added that under this
proposai, after seven working
.days, a person lo,ses the right
to appeal.
· Hill;_ said th~t arrangements

with the City of Tampa are
now being worked out as to
where the fines will go.
"Hopefully the fines will be
retained here," said Hill. ,
The proposal stat~s that,
"any faculty, staff or student
who alleges he· has been unjustly- ticketed and wishes to
have a -hearing shall report to
the security office within
seven working days from the
date of the ticket and post

A Mellow Taste Of H_o ney
bond equivalent to the violation charge plus any · late
charges."

(Please See TRAFFIC, Page 3)

USF announced plans last
Friday to expand instructional
programs for juniors, seniors,
and graduate students ~th in
day and evening courses at
Bay Campus in St. Petersburg.
Dr. Lester W. Tuttle Jr., as-

.

Med School Deans· Irrationality· Tops
Named By Allen
- sos Controversy
~

• Ralph Ragan is designing
the lighting and sets and
Carol Oditz is handling the
costuming.

ERWIN HAS incorporated
the harmonicas and guitars of
Paul Shane, D. RM Bump,
Paddy Mitchell and Barry
Simms to give the pro,duction

The free production will be

sociate professor of education,
was promoted to assistant
dean of academic affairs and
given responsibility for the
new program, Dr. John . S.
Allen, USF president said.
"Expanded course offerings
on the junior , S'enior, and
graduate level will be avail-

able with the opening of the
first quarter in September,';
Allen said.
BE ADDED th a t the
program is currently at the
decision stage and no information was available on the
specific number or types of
classes to be offered. The

-- 'Di"CICUta' Reva'rnped In
Summer Theatre Fest

'

Dr. Alice E. !Keefe, Orlando admission of students, .and the
By BYRON HOWES
ganization. It feels the urgennursing educator, has been assembly of · materials and
cy to put forth a radical,
named dean . of USF's College equipment.
ED. NOTE: Byron Howes, a
of Nursing, and Dr. Richard
Dr. Keefe and Dr. Smith • junior sociology major, is a. democratic · program whose
B. Smith, director 'of medical will also participate in the de- five-year member of the Na,. methods embody this· demoeducation at Tampa General :velopment of the essential re- tional Students for a Demo- cratic vision."'.
Hospital, was appointed asso- lationships between the medi- cratic Society (SDS), and a
THE ASSOCIATION of SDS
ciate dean of the College of , cal school and the numerous member.. of the officially I
un- with violence seems to have
Medicine, President John S. area community hospitals
recognized USF chapter.
beerr a result of the situation
Allen announced.
which will be cooperating in
I
at Columbia, which most peoThe appointments · are effec- the teaching programs, Allen
At this point in the brief hisple
beHeve was planned and
tive Septe(llber 1 and August said.
tory of the move to 'get SDS
executed
by some kind of ne1, respectively, and were apDr. Alfred H. Lawton, medi- recognized at USF, irrationalfarious
group
of . plotters in
proved at the Jl.i:ly 1 meeting cal school dean, has handled ity seems to be the byword of
of the Florida State Board of the overall planning and de- the proponents of both sides of. SDS.
Actually the situation at CoRegents.
velopmen t.
the issue.
lumbia
would have happened
, In making the announceDR. KEEFE is now nurse
·SDS has been called everyhad
there
not been an SDS
ment, Allen said the two ap- coordinator for the Florida thing from anarchistic to
pointees will immediately un- Nurses Association and pre- mass-conformistic, and in chapter there and it was only
derta ke the development of viously was chief of nursing turn its leaders have called circumstance that M ark
detailed pla ns and prepara- education and training for the the Administration everything Rudd, the SDS leader at Cotions for the new medical Veterans Administration. She from inept to downright evil. lumbia, happened to be in the
sc'hool which is scheduled to has been on the faculties of Somehow a r ational approach right place at the right time
open in September, 1971.
St. John's University, Brook- ·to the problem has been ne- to give a r ather angry mass
. of students leadership.
THIS DETAIL includes es- lyn, N.Y. , and Seton Hall U,ni- glected.
tablishment of the curriculum versity, Newark, N.J., and
ONE OF the basic misconAS TO . THE situation befor each of the colleges , selec- with the U.S. Public Health ceptions about SDS, apparenttween the USF Administration of the faculty members, Service in Washington earlier
ly on bpth sides, is tha t the tion and SDS, there are some
determination of criteria for in her career.
organization takes a hard line very rational reasons why the
Dr. Keefe; after a short peri- approach in its methods, that
proposed organization refuses
od as a nurse, held nursing
of an absolutely necessary vi- to go along with the restrica dministration posts with hosolence. While it is true that tions asked of it by the adminpitals in New York and Concivil disobedience is an ·inte- istration.
·
necticut.
,
gr al part of SDS methods vioFirstly,
the
name SOS is
Dr. Smith joined the Tampa
lence or anything close to it wha t the organization would
General staff in 'his present
capacity in 1965. He is -a grad- has not been expressed nor be, whether affiliated with the
uate of Indiana University implied in the official policies national SDS or not, and to
change the name would be beA new USF orga nizat_ion, where he received both 'his of the national organization.
SDS is, as stated in the pre- coming a part_ of the kind of
the Stude nts for P articipa-tory B.S. and M.D. degrees. He
Democracy (SPD) , will hold was the r ecipient of two Osch- amble to the national constitu- meaningless burea ucratic roution , "an- association of young tine which SDS opposes.
an or ganizational - m eeting ner Foundation fellowships for
Secondly, an assurance in
today in th~ University_Center post-graduate study at the people on the left. It seeks to
at 2 p.m.
'
widely-known New Orleans create a sustained community its constitution that SDS will
of educational and political remain inside the system is
According to Doran Cush- clinic.
concern;
one bringing togeth- pla inly not possible . Civil dising, public r elations officer,
After seven years in general
the purpose of the organiza- practice in New Haven, Indi- er liber als and r adicals, activ- obedience is a basic part of
tion is to provide individuals ana, Dr. Smith practiced in- ists and scholars, students the plank of any organization
on the new left, and to deny
at USF the opportunity and te rnal medicine in Fort a nd faculty.
"It m aintains a vision of a this is plainly hypocritical.
means by wh1ch he may ac- Wayne from 1957 until his
tively participate in the deci- Tampa affiliation. He has democr atic s ociety, where at
Above all, of this, however,
sion - making processes which been licensed to practice in all levels the people have con- is the fact tha t those people
and Flori- trol of the decisions whlch af- who would be members of this
have direct influences upon Indiana, Louisiana,
1
his life .
da .
fect them and • the resour ces organization will pursue au
His areas of specialization on which they are dependent. programs ·tha t are felt necesSPD will . be a politicallyactive organization on cam- include heart diseases, pulm oIT SEEKS a r elevance sar y whether recognized by
pus, sponsoring debates and nary physiology, and diseases through the continual focus on the University or not, and will
discussions as well as offering of the chest and is the author r ealities and on the progr ams devote their time and effort
a slate of candida tes in USF · or co-author of several pub- necessary to effect change at toward the individuality of the
lished papers. He received t he the most basic levels of eco- student and his right to selfelections. ·
F a 7ulty and staff are invit- 1956 0 s c h n e r Foundation nomic political, and social or- determination.
ed to attend, as well as s tu- Award for Excellence in Med\
ical Wr iting.
dents.
~tm;::;--1r:mtl?2sr:::~»:~;;~~~.:,.r:::-::::trr:~rtf~J~~rx:;;;.J;:~:;:f:~;;1::!11~ft:f.tt:<~r::r01.r-~~:;:1t~z~

Political Group
Meets Today·

Robert Erwin, recognized
for his roles in The Zoo Story,
Triple Play and Twelfth
Night, will be directing.

the first full-scale production
at USF to be done completely
in the round .

Bay . C•ampus Program
Expanded In September

Also un·d er consideration by
the regents are the amounts

Dracula Arrives In Tampa
Pallbearers Kaye, Peel.er, Domanski
'

Novelist Graham Green
said of the play: "It has all
the freshness of Mr. Osborne_'s Look Back In Anger
and a greater maturity."

The cast will include: Heidi
Jones as the precocious Jo;
Karen Spadecene as her funloving broady mother; Joseph
John D' Esposito as Geoffrey
the art student; Otha Favors
as the sailor; and A. Joseph
Argenio as the newly acquired
husband of ,Jo's mother.

TUTTLE TO ·-BE IN CHARGE

It continues: "The security
office will arrange for ' his
hearing at the City of Tampa
·Municipal Court.''

Phoio by Richard Whitaker

a musical background.

.

.

'

-

added courses for 1968-69 will
be in busin•e ss administration,
education, engineering, and
liberal arts.
Each course will meet University degree requir ement,
Allen said.
William S. Chamber, dean
of University relations, said
the expansion plans were designed specifically for uppercl assmen so there would be 110
conflict or overla pping with
courses offered a.t St. Petersburg J unior College.

PLANS INCLUDE additional full-time faculty members
at Bay Campus. A number of
courses will be· taught by faculty members from the main
campus here.
Chambers said there is no
a d d i t i o n a 1 construction
planned at the present time.
Schedules s howing registration, course offerings, and
class schedules will be published shortly, Chambers said,
a nd a vailable a t the Bay
Campus office. Classes begin
Sept. 30 .
Chambers said the existing
USF fees will r emain in effect
this September at Bay Campus.

Theatre U S F's Gaslight Dr. Seward, that their neigh- Moyer as his nemesis , Van
Repertory, opening July 29 bor, Dracula, is acting in an Helsing; P amela Dameron as
with Candida, July 30 with unneighborly fas hion . . . si- Lucy, the victim; J erry PeelH.M.S. Pinafore and July 31 phoning off Lucy's bla.od, " Za- er as the bug-loving loony,
with Dracula, "has something chary said.
Renfield; Doug Kaye as Dr.
to offend everyone," accord"Dracula arrives, inciden- Seward; J an Corns as the
ing to Playwright-in-Resi- tially, in England from Tran- · Maid ; Brion Black a s the Atdence Saul Zachary.
sylvania (somewhere in the tendant; and Ken Burtness as
Zachary is specifically con- Polish lowlands) in a 'three Harker.
·cerned with Dra·c ula . As cur- engine aeroplane' w i th six
The set design is being done
.rent director of - the 1927 packing cases of Polish soil;:'' by guest designer, Furth Ull_Broadway success by .Hamil- Zachary continued.
'
man. Lighting will be by
ton Deane · and John L.
FEATURED in Dracula are Eden Mecham and Russell
Balderston, Zachary plans on William Alexander as the Whaley is producing and deplaying.it "straight."
blood-thirsty Count; D o n signing the costumes.
· " Those who wish to view it
as camp, may feel free to do
so. The general public is fa.
1
miliar with the novel version ;
the play is a melodrama, and
that's what is being pro-.
duced," Zachary said.
The prodt::ction will • "be
staged, however, in the' turn .
of the century motif rather
than the traditional· · ideal
House on Haunted Hill: .
"WE'RE TRYING to inte·T he universal face of war photograp~ing F rench combat ture of a great heart and
grate lighting, settings, arid -. ·as seen and photographed by troops in 1954.
overwhelming passion."
special effects so that a feel- ·.the late Robert (;apa is the
Capa lived, worked, a nd
AUTHOR JOHN Steinbeck,
ing of horror is present. "The subject ·of the exhibition in the who knew Capa in World War died in wa r . He loathed wars,
play is essentially a power University Center Gallery / II and later accompanied him but was always at the front
struggle between Van Helsing
(CTR) 108.
lines. Capa once said, . "JI
to Russia, once described
and Dracula for Lucy's soul
Capa is one of the legendary Capa 's works this way : your pictures aren't good, you
. . . and body.
· figures in the history of picto- "Capa's pictures were made . aren't close enough. "
Van Helsing discovers, at r ial reporting and many of his in his brain. The camera only
CAPA'S WORKS wer e made
the request of Lucy's father, photographs are known as completed them. You can no a vailable to the University
classics in the field of war re- more mistake his work than Center Ar ts a nd Exhibits
porting.
you can the canvas of a fine Committee by the SmithsoniComp'uter Series Among these classics a re painter.
an Institution Traveling Exhithe falling Spanish Loyalist
"Capa knew what to look bition Service and Magnum
To· Be Offered
Soldier, snapped at the instant for and what to do with it Photos, Inc.
of death; the weeping women when he found it. His camera
The exhibit is open Monday
· In Quarter
· of Naples, and the GI wa ding caught and held emotion. through Friday, 8 a .m. to 5
The Center for Continuing to shore in the first· wave of · Capa's work is iteself the pie- p.m . through July 21.
Education is offer ing a com- D-Day at Normandy Beach.
.plete computer programming
CAPA'S VIEW sought to
course beginning in Septem- show the effect of' war on its
ber ..
par ticipants, as well as its inA series of three courses
nocent victims. His photowill be offered from Septem- graphs show the r eaction of
ber through May and wili people in moments of impact,
cover the Introduction to · e motional and physical stress,
Computer Progr amming and disaster , and loneliness . They
Data P rocessing Systems, attempt to por tray the great
Principles of Computer P ro- courage and brotherhood of
gramming - F ORTRAN and · _ma n involved in wa rs .
COBOL, and P L-1 ProgramBorn in oppressed Hungary
ming.
in 1913, Capa knew first-hand
The courses ha ve been de- the elements that breed war.
veloped to train those inter- La ter , as a Life photographer
ested in learning computer and as a free lance r epor ter,
. pr ogramming and are offered he spent 18 year s photographas certificate progr:ams : The ing the par ticipants of inter fee for e ach course is $80, and nationa l crises from·1he ~panclass sizes will be limited.
ish Civil War in 1937, t hroughF urther informa tion may be out World War II, th e Korean
obtained by contacting the conflict, and Vietnam .
Center for Continuing EducaCa pa was killed by a land
tion, Ext. 403.
Photo_ By Robert Capa
mine in Nor th Vietnam while

Robert- Capo's /mages
·Of War' On Exhibit

I

~

-
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Hollywood Designer Here For Dracula'
1

- - By PIDLIP RUNNELS
News Editor
·
"To Marshall McLuhan tele'Vision, motion pictures and
Broadway's stage are as different as hot and cool. To
Furth Ullman they are a way
of life.
· From the original Broadway production of South Pacific to John Wayne's early
nondescript frontier epics,
Furth Ullman has "set the
stage" for countless audiences.
He is one of the individuals
involved with the thankless
task of "the design end of
show business," .. . a set designer.

THE 57·YEAR-OLD artist is
currently working for ·usF's
summer theatre festival, Gaslight Repertory. He is specifically involved with the production of Dracula and the

gaslight proscenium. Commuting daily from his home in
Long Boat Key, he works as
an architectural illustrator.
However, in the past Ullman
has run the gamut of show:
business design. Born in St. Louis, Mo., he
came to Florida in 1962 after
a career that began in Vienna, Austria. After two years
of college, he decided that set
design interested him. Vienna
held a technical c\Cademy and
two of the world's top designers. It also occupied three
years of his life, "after planning to stay for only a summer," Ullman said.
, " It was just after the Hitler
thing," he added. About the
same period as depicteq in
The Sound of Music? "Yes,
but, incidentally, a very unfactual film," he said with a
bit of retrospect.

ULLMAN IS A slender man.
Dressing in subtle clothes, he
has a full head of dark black
hair and bushy eyebrows, bothwith a tinge of grey. His face
is strongly featured and he
talks with conviction.
"After Vienna I had a
choice of going to Hollywood
or New York," he said. "My
family was in Hollywood, so
that's· where I headed."
He went to work in "the
movie business" for Cecil B.
DeMille around 1936. "Anybody who worked with DeMille worked with him intimately. He had his hands on
everything in the produC,:
tion . . • and he never made
a picture that didn't make
money," Ullman said.
EVENTUALLY BE worked
for about all of the studios in
Hollywood: Paramount, United Artist, Universal and War. ner Brothers.

When Ullman first arrived
at the enchanted c it y, he
began, naturally, at the bottom. But drafting, color
visualization, art direction
and production design gradually fell into place.
He worked closely with
David Selznick for a time.
"Selznick invented an entirely
new category of work called
'Production Design.' It entailed every visual thing in
the film. I had to draw from
300 to 500 sketches showing
the entire film before any
shooting was done.
"IN FACT, SELZNICK
would sometimes cast from
the sketches," Ullman said.
Working with such stars as
Danny Kaye, Fredric March
and Helen Hayes, he developed ·a sense of "show biz."
Two of his more prominent
films were The Secre_t Life of
Walter Mitty and The Best

Years of Our Lives which won
an Oscar for Best Set Design.
Ullman was assistant to the
designer on that production.
"That's as close as I ever
came, to an Oscar" he added
with a laugh. " I also worked
on John Wayne movies before
John Wayne became The John
Wayne," Ullman said, again
in retrospect.
' In the late 30's Max Reinhardt opened an acting and
directing school and Ullman
went to work for him. It became a top school with such
"teachers" as Ralph Bellamy
and world-famous set designer, Remisoff, whom Ullman
worked under.

that we did. Everything that
went into it was right. The
first run-throughs, · with the
actors still in t h e i r street
clothes, were almost as perfect as opening night. And
that's unparalleled in show
business history. I think the
show ran for nearly five
years.''
Ullman continued. " Then
Pat Weaver, then the president of NBC, wanted to start
a musical comedy television
show using the best comedy
talel\t in the country. Some of
the original participants of the
show, The Colgate Comedy
Hour, were Fred Allen, Bob
Hope, Martin · and Lewis,
Danny Thomas and Jimmy
Durante and Eddie Cantor.

.

By JOHN GUGGENHEIM

Staff Writer
: · Looking for a " cool" place
to study this summer?
: If you want to get rid of the
summer doldrums b r e a k
~way from the library or your

room.

;: jHERE ARE _m any places

on campus to suit your mood
as well as your degree of
, studying.
If you don't want to look
like a Paleface and like to get
some serious studying done in
the morning the Beta pool
could be a logical spot. In the
afternoon you b r a v e a
splas~ed book, but it's . a nice

Department Heads Clear
Up Final Exam Confusion
There will be finals at USF.
Despite the Administration
calendar change for next year
doing away with a regularly
s c h e d u l e d exam week,
changes have been made to
compensate.
While non-CBS exams will
be given at 'the discretion of
individual professors, department heads have made the
following changes for the c;ollege of Basic Studies:
: ENGLISH AND behavioral
~ence have dropped the familiar final. In English, individual instructors will base
grades on themes and other
(ests. Behavioral s c i e n c e
grading will be left to each
·
professor.
Functional mathematics will
still require a final prepared and graded by the individual instructor.
~ In functional foreign languages, common departmenfal finals will be given. They
will be one hour long exam
still counting 40 per cent of
ipe term grade. · Exams will
be given the last two days of
class with provisions made
for students with heavy last
week exam loads.

tflorid·a17'
:Exhibit In
·1AT Gallery
'

Florida 17, an exhibition of
paintings, prints and sculpture, by 17 Florida artists,
will be shown this summer in
two parts: Part I, in the
'Theatre Gallery from now
through August 15; and Part
ll, in the Library Gallery
from July 11 through August

15.
The exhibition originated
through the combined efforts
'~f The Florida Development
_Commission and a committee
~ompos'ed of geographically
representative members of
the Florida Art Museum Di·rectors' Association.
The show opened in March,
1968 in Washington, D.C. at
the Pan American Union, and
was rec'ently shown at the LeMoyne Art Foundation in Tal; lahassee.
Artists in the exhibition in-.
elude seventeen · nationally
·recognized . Florida artists:
Harrison Covington, Ernest
Cox, Arthur Deshaies, Doris
·Leeper-r Steven Lotz, Bryn
Manley, Eugene Massi n,
Geoffrey Nay 1 or, William
}Jachner, Frank Rampolla,
-Craig Rubadoux, Donald Saff,
. ~yd Solomon, Bernard Voichy'. ~nk, Vernon Voelz, ; Hiram
~Williams, and Karl Zerbe.

IN BIOLOGICAL science,
two exams given during regular one hour lecture periods,
will be prepared by the staff,
counting 40 per cent.
Humanities will now give
three tests instead of the ordinary two during the regular
general mass meetings. In
CBS 308, grading will he left
to the individual professor.
American Idea will still
give a common final. Both
CBS 301 and 302 will have regularly scheduled mass meetings for supplementary material during the term as well
as the final during the last
week.

time to combine business with
pleasure.
The Fine Arts and Humanities Building patio is an ideal
place . to impress that certain
girl or gu~ if you think they
like aesthetic backgrounds.
NEAR THE Theatre ArtsTeaching Auditorium is a
cluster of trees with benches
and soft grass for those who
like to lounge while reading.
You may even meet a friend
there.
Andros Center is closed this
quarter so that part of campus is quiet. If you don't mind
walking across the desert
there are a few shady places
to finish daily chores. Just be
sure and bring your sun helmet.
The library provides a romantic setting and a good
place to hide from the 'sociallites' who study in the lobby.
IF YOU FEEL like exercising your mind this quarter the
Physical Education Building
has a few empty classrooms.
For those who don't have
time to get in the water they

Rallye Set

.Waiting
Adventure
.
At Tr·easurelan.d

By Sports

~

~

c·ar·c1ub:

Of Information Services

19 Teachers

Here To Study
Disabilities

Seminar Offered
July 18 For .
Office Personnel

f

Reading Clinic

Study, Sleep
Occupy 4th

Weekend

McClendon Named Head

IN PHYSICAL science, fi.
Dennis E. Mcclendon has
nals will be given after CBS
named director of inforbeen
208 and 209, but not ·CBS 210,
a special interest section.
Exams will be given the last
week of class with different fi.
nals for different lecture sections. They will be one hour
long, counting 25 per cent.
Calendar changes will be in
effect beginning Quarter I.
Dean Edwin P. Martin, College of Basic Studies, said he
thought most professors would
still give final exams.
Experienced teachers are
enrolled in a special course to
teach 50 elementary and secondary school children to
overcome their reading disabilities. The 19 teachers receive supervisory training as
well as training in the treatThe Center for Continuing ment of these disabilities, said
Education will present an Of- br. Lois I. Michael, assistant
professor of education.
fice Methodology Seminar for
"Teacher trainees are deoffice supervisors, administraoriginal diagnostic
veloping
tive assistants, and secretechniques as a
remedial
and
taries, on July 18, 1968.
training,
required
the
of
part
The program is designed to
said
also·
She
Michael.
said
increase their knowledge and
that tjlere are now some 40
skills of different office funcchildren on a waiting list.
tions, allowing them to perChildren were selected on
form more efficiently in a
basis of needs as well as a
he
highly technological work en- first-served basis,
first-come
vironment.
She added that
Michael.
said
The seminar is directed to
prothose engaged 'in shorthand the children now in the
above
and
average
have
gram
•dictation and transcription, or
machine d i c t a t i o n and average ability, but cannot
to
transcription, duplicating, eva- progress at their rate 'due
disability.
that
luating and selecting personCIDLDREN'S AGES range
nel, r e c o r d s management,
eight to 16. Michael said
from
and other office machines.
The fee for the seminar is that all procedures in the
school system have been tried
$10.00.
Interested persons should with the children to remedy
contact the Center for Con- their reading, with no success.
tinuing Education, ext. 403.
The teacher trainees spend
one hour a day ,vith one or
more of the children in different sessions. Michaels said
that the pupil-teacher ratio
The Community Relations depends on the teaching situaCommission of Tampa is tion, but usually runs on a 1-1
sponsoring two three-week tu- or 1-2 basis.
toring sessions for all age
Michael said that students
groups in basic reading and in this course (EDR 633) are
. math. These sessions will be M.A. candidates who have
held in ghetto churches in completed the CORE courses
Tampa.
in ttle reading disabilities
Today, at 2 p .m . in FOC major.
104, there will be a meeting
THIS PROGRAM will confor all students•on campus in- tinue after September on a
terested in taking part in this limited basis, said Michael.
program.
Recently, Michael was
Those taking part can tutor awarded a $75,000 grant from
as many or as few hours as the State Department of Eduthey wish and do not have to cation to set up a training
tutor during both sessions.
center for reading at USF.

Tutors Needed In

~

dancing masses. Sheltered
only by the hovering tent,
they groped, writhed and
t\visted their way about the
stage.
The dance theatre piece
was commissioned by the University and created by Nikolais during a residency here.
It was made possible in part
by a grant from the Rockefeller Foundation.

By PHil,IP RUNNEIS
News Editor

Alwin Nikolais, brilliant alchemist of movement, light
and sound, a wed a USF audience Friday evening with his
world premiere of Tent.
The prologue and five sections were performed by lead
dancers Murray Louis, Phyllis
Lamhµ t, Carolyn Carlson and
the remaining seven members
ALTHOUGH AS SERIOUS
of the company.
Using a parachute-like can- and delicate, Tent was provas, the dancers wove an duced in a different vein than
hallucinatory nightmare. Their the program's opening numprecise, articulate movements ber, Somniloquy. The dancers
carried the piece from a gay, were thrown in and out of
circus atmosphere into a gris- light and sound concoctions
ly, hideous climax which cul- . unmercifully. Their bodies
THEN BE DID something a
minated in a crushing reso• s p 1 i t, sensuous visual
little backward. Instead of
and audio elements. Nikolais'
lution.
making it big in New York
"I WORKED FOR the show
of coordination and balsense
and going to Hollywood, he designing sets, and for the
MUCH OF THE movement
movement in a new
put
ance
made it in Hollywood and first year I alternated weeks was electrically static, closely
classification.
York.
went to New
with another designer. Then following the burps and
Murray Louis became the
"My_ training had been in the show moved to Hollywood shrieks of Nikolais' galvanic
figure, dominating
central
the theatre and that's what I and I with it and had to
music. The accompanying
number. His conthe
of
much
wanted to · work in. I got to pour out a design a week. light enveloped the stage in
explicit feeling
and
tortions
New York around 1941," Ull- When the show went off the a cobweb of catacombic ilhim into the
flung
timing
for
man said. He then bypassed air, I continued to work for lusion.
Phyllis
beautifully.
elements
nine years and · added, " and Hope, Cantor and Dur~nte.''
Much of the number's ·b leak
'
Lamhut and Carolyn Carlson
stayed until 1950. Then I got
Apparently wrapped up in reality was achieved through also located themselves with
involved in television, but I'll
show, Ullman went on. the interaction of the obscure adroit finesse.
the
go into that later."
" That show used every indiThe evening's final number,
"In New York I did design
business,
show
in
vidual
was a comic :relief
Tower,
work on South Pacific, Guys
It
EXCEPTION.
WITHOUT
serious precision
the
from
and Dolls, and The King an
set many firsts in the TV inthe first two
dominated
which
can look at it while studying and I - all with Joe Mielziner dustry. For instance, it was
productions.
in
designers
·
top
the
of
one
Cresthe
near
trees
the
under
the first transcontinental color
the business. I also worked on
cent Hill fountain.
THE NUMBER featured a
- that was with Donald
show
tower constructed on stage
Some students have found the Wisteria Trees, An InspecO'Conner. It also was where
the "perfect" place to study tor Calls, Dark of the Moon
from individual pieces, used
began his remotes from
Hope
previously as windows, gates,
when they need to really hit and, gosh, so many I can't the Army camps and battle
fences and a · litter. Slapstick
the books before that big test think of them now.
ships that lead him into the
or final. These "danger men
comedy, conversations with
"IT TOOK ABOUT six things he does today with the
working" areas range from
the audience and flag waving
weeks to completely put to- military."
Whatever happened to the
the University Center study
lead the buffoon motif into a
to
returned
then
Ullman
That
show.
gether a musical
Stars and Stripes and Mom's
lounge to the Administration
smoke filled holocaust. Shouts
included: prelimary sketches, New York in 1957 to work apple pie type Fourth of July,
Building mall.
of "Bravo" and a standing
consultations with the chore- with David Susskind ("A very where there were fireworks,
A QUIET NOOK that has ographer, producer, director prolific producer.'') on televi- marching bands, speeches ovation followed for Nikolais
vending machines nearby for
and h is troupe.
everybody concerned sion. He did the DuPont Show and parades?
those who find it a must to
In the fall the company will
Fireworks and flag-waving
with the scenery, a series of of the Month, a few Playhouse
munch while cramming is the
fat Europe, presenting
head
working drawings with cos- 90 productions and The MGM may be the traditional method
third floor of the Education
of celeorating Independence Tent and other p i e c e s
tumes and color sketches, su- Ser:ies until 1961.
Building. One drawback is
BE SPENT some time in Day, but most USF students throughout t h e continent.
pervision of the building and
dirty feet if you like to walk
painting, propping the show, Tel Aviv ' doing an all- preferred to show their enthu- After their overwhelmingly
around barefooted up there.
getting it out of town for try- American production of Porgy siasm over the July 4th week- successful three day run here,
The Business Administraouts (testing the production and Bess for the Israeli State end by catching up on study- there's no doubt the Alwin Nition Buildipg has a few rooms
out of New York) , and back Theatre. After Israel, Florida. ing, sleeping, and visits to the kolais Dance Company will be
open at night for people who
leaving audiences equally
into New York for opening He recently finished a film for beach.
like to work out problems on
with pleasure.
stunned
holiday
the
of
absence
The
company,
'
film
Sarasota
a
night.
the blackboard rather than in
"South Pacific was proba- Film Craft, and enjoys work- · spirit was explained by a resitheir head.
bly the most exciting thing ing fo_r university productions. d€nt student as he left for
After you find yourself tired
home: " All I want is some
from looking for a new place
rest." Most of the residents
to study - take a break.
went home to see their parAfter all it is summertime,
ents and pets, and to get some
and you still have to walk
home cooking. By the evening
back to your room.
of July 3, the campus was all
but deserted.
W. N. HUNT, · Morrison's '
Food Service · Director, said
The USF Sports Car Club
wiches. A well-stocked souve- that food had to be prepared (USFSCC) will sponsor a
By JONAS ROBINSON
nir shop is also available.
for all of the 425 resident stu- night fun rallye July Z7, startCorr~pondent
Your ' 'Treasureland" ship dents, but he estimated that ing from the Fine Arts and
Treasureland, · the new tour- takes you on a tropical adven- only 125 of these plann~d to
ist attraction near Busch Gar- ture in air-conditioned com- remain on campus during the Humanities west parking lot.
Registration opens at 6
mation s'ervices f9r USF, ef- dens, offer s a pseudo world of
fort. From dark caverns and ·holiday weekend.
with the first car startp.m.,
fectlve July 22.
adventure for $1.50. However,
A few ambitious students ing at 7 :30 p.m.
He is now director of public take plenty of loot if you plan swamps the a dventure leads
into a roaring sea fight, dur- planned to go the races at
Trophies will b'e awarded to
information at SL Leo Col- to buy souvenirs.
ing which the "lady" of the Daytona Beach, but the ma- the top individual entries, as
lege, St. Leo. At U.S.F.,
Care for . an eerie trip
the energy well as top team finishers.
McClendon ,vill be responsible through dank caverns, to a pi- ship apparently takes a can- jority couldn't find
anything.
of
much
do
to
pantathe
through
nonball
Three cars constitute a team.
for the college news bureau rate's lair, complete with
Commuter s t u de n t s like
loons.
Results will be based upon
and gen~ral university publi- drunken pirates?
Cliff Newton, 2CBS, went for the number of correct crosscations.
AFrER A frightening hurr i- the idea of sleeping late and
HOW ABOUT a cruise
and estiMcclendon, a retired U.S. through a mysterious twilight cane, the storm-weary travel- going to the beach in the af- word puzzle answers
mileage.
total
mated
Air Force officer, has served swamp inhabited by snakes, lers debark and make their ternoon. Diana Woods, 4EDM,
Entry fees for US]fSCC
in public information capaci- skunks, coons, alligators, owls way through the mangroves I planned to go clamming at Ft.
is $1.50. Other USF
members
old-fashan
to
cypresses
and
ties at the U.S. Strike Com- and herons, all of which seem
De Soto Park. Janice Morgan, personnel and local sports car
mand headquarters hf.lre and to· be howling, roaring, ioned store.
4EDM, wanted to get in a litAt this point you may wish tle water skiing and a lot of club members ,vill be charged
with the .Departments of De- screaming and hissing at
$2. Entry fee for independents
fense and · of the Air Force .. you? Then go to " Treasure- to take advantage of the op- sleep.
is $2.50.
message
a
send
o
t
portunity
Blvd.
in
Busch
land" at 4415 E.
He received his degree
KAREN KLEIN, 3EDU,
All participants must wear
journalism at the University
And if the excitement for help.
was more ambitious and
seat'belts.
For an extra 50 cents the planned to travel to the beach
of Houston and has been on makes you hungry you can
the staffs of the Houston Post head for the air-conditioned management will put your at Fort Lauderdale. Clark
and Tampa Tribune.
lounge for drinks . and sand- message in a bottle, have it Reid, 4CHM, planned to go to
hauled out into the Gulf by the beach if he found time beshrimpboat and thrown over- . tween studying and working.
board. Most are recovered,
Resident students straggled
they say.
back to the dormitories Sun- ,
AUTHENTIC _relics from day with full supplies of
Next week the Oracle
the sea are on exhibit, includ- home-baked c o o k i e s and
will feature some of the
ing an old cannon, cannon- home-borrowed money. Comimmediate and future
muters drove home from the
balls and an anchor.
r e s u It s of Upward
Not a bad deal, all in all, beach with a lobster tan and f Bound in the third part
though the "Sound and Light not ' enough Solarcane. And
of its series.
Spectacular" part of the show . with that, the four-day summer break was over.
is strictly for the kiddies.

'Cool' Study·Places· On Campus
.:Provide Summertime Variety

i: : .

Nikolais World
1
II Premiere Brilliant I

Ceylon Visit
Slated for

I

USF Prof

I;

Professor Theodore Ashford, associate dean of natural science and mathematics,
and his wife 'Vanetta, will
leave for Ceylon in August to
attend the Teacher's Seminar
and Workshop of the International Union of Pure Applied
Chemistry.
The event is sponsored by
the Ministry of Education of
Ceylon, co-sponsored by the
National Academy of Science.
A grant of $2,500 will be given
by the National Academy of
Science to help defray expenses to Ceylon.
As Chairman of the Examination Committee, Ashford
will participate the seminar
and workshop in the development and drafting of standardized chemistry examinations.

m

The seminar is expected to
last for 18 days and upon his
return, Ashford will attend
the American Chemical Society's conference in Atlantic
City.
Between the conference in
Ceylon and the one in Atlantic
City, the Ashfords will tour
the world visiting 20 cities, 13
countries, five islands in five
different seas.

Series Held

We'll teach youto
Deadline For ~eak a fOreign language
Golf Tourney in thirteen weeks.
Is Today
Free!
THEODORE ASHFORD
• •. going to Ceylon.

Intramural golf aspirants
have only today to join the IM
golf activity this summer.
A golf tournament i s
planned for this Saturday.
Entry blanks sbould be picked
up, and additional details on
the program and tournament,
in Physical Education (PED)
100.
Meanwhile, the IM softball
league continues action this
week with the following
schedule:
Field

No.
Teams
July 1S 1 Al W vs. Otto's Angels
2 ATO vs. ZBT
3
Kappa Sigma Vs. A2W
3
KaPP9 S igma vs. A2W
July 16 1 Otto' s Angels vs. AJW
2 HEP Cats vs. Kappa Sigma
3 A2W vs. ATO
July 17 1 AlW vs. A JW
A2W vs. ZBT
3
3 HEP Cats vs. A2E
D1t&

You name it, we've got it. The biggest selection in town. Urdu and, Tagalog and Swahili and
Hindi and Quechua and Spanish and French and Portuguese. To list a few. All free for the
learning. And when we say learning we don't mean ordinary speak and listen and read learning. No sir. When we teach you a language we teach you to cook in it, teach in it, play basket- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , ball in it, build sanitation facilities and f arm
cooperatives in it. We teach you to climb
·
I'"
I mountains and span rivers in it, to have pa •
I
I tience and understanding in it, to do someI T he Peace Corps
I thing important in it, to look at yourself and
I Washinglon. D. C.
I the world in it.
I 20525
I We teach you to make friends and get
I along with people in it. And we even supply
□ Please send me information.
I the friends and people in it. Yes sir. With
I □ Please send me an .ipplic.ition.
I every foreign language you get, absolutely
I
I N : i m c · - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - I free, an invitation to spend two years in a
I matching foreign country,
I
I Addrc,,..___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ I So hurry! Hurry! Don't delay. I t's the
I ch_ance ?( a_ lifetime. No catche~ .• No iim,
I
Zip Cod.,____ I m1cks. Nothmg to pay. You see, 1t s all part
1 Ci~Y------...:::,t~•e
I ?{ a pr~motion for a product we're interested
.
.
.
I
•
I rn push mg. Peace.
-"iiI Published as a public service In cooperat1on

I

I

'fa'
______________________J
l~:
with The Advertisin11 Council

A Public Service of the Oracle

CTR Events
Plan Movie,
Tournament.
Bulletin Board notices should be sent
DIRECT to: "Director, Campus Publi•
cations, CTR 223" (ext. 618) no later
than Wednesday noon for publication
the fol lowing Wednesday.
Send news items direct to: " Ed itor,
The Oracle, CTR 222" (ext. 619).

poinlment, March 31 ; First day of
classes, April 1; End of term, June 11;
Commencement, June 15.
QUARTER IV: Registration by ap•
pointment, June 16; First day of
classes, June 17; Holiday, July 4; Last
day of term, Aug. 29.

Official Notices

Campus Date Book

196P AEGEAN reservations are now
. Times and places of organizations
being accepted in the Office of Campus
regularly are posted on the
Publications, CTR 22J from students; meeting
University
Center lobby bulletin boards.
faculty and staff. Total advance payment is S1 (Sl .50 If the book Is to be
TODAY
mailed to you). There will be no furImages of War Exhibit, all day, CTR
ther cha rge. Reservations will close
Jan. 15, 1969, and no books WIii be sold 108.
Leavo Organization Re<eption, 3:30
without reservations.
p.m., CTR 255-6.
QUARTER I: First day of OrientaBridge Tournament, 7 p.m., CTR 251.
tion, Sept. 22; Registration by appointOne-to-One Group, 7:30 p.m., CTR 248.
ment, Sept. 25, 26, 27; First day° of
Sports
Car Club, 8 p.m., CTR 226.
classes, Sept. 30; Thanksgiving holiday
Nov. 28-29; Last day of term, Dec. 13.
THURSDAY
QUARTER II: Registration by apImages of War Exhibit, all day, CTR
pointment, J an. 2, 3,; First day of 108.
classes, Jan. 6; Gasparilla holiday,
Physical Plant Superintendants MeetFeb. 10; Last day of term, March 20.
ing, 8 a.m., CT•R 251.
QUARTER Ill: Registration by apBIS Adult Degree Luncheon, 12: 10
p.m., CTR 255-6.
Developmental Reading, 6:30 p.m.,
CHE 103.
•Upward Bound, 7 p.m., RAR 235.
Bahai Club, 7:30 p.m., CTR 205.
Play: "A Taste of Honey," 8:30 p.m.,
RAR 231
Sewing and Costume Supplin
·,
FRIDAY
• Millinery and Needle Point
Images of War Exhibit, all day, CTR

KINGCOME'S ·
TRIMMINGS

Fla. Ave. & Fowler Ph. 935-8168

108.

students for McCarthy, 2 p.m., CTR
213.

Wed.· Thurs. July TO, Tl

Paul Newman - Color

"LADY L"
,, Paul Newman

"OUTRAGE"

.

Christian Science Organization, 2
p.m., CTR 200.
Movie: "3:10 to Yuma," 7:30 p.m.,
FAH 101.
Play: "A Taste of Honey," 8:30 p.m.,
RAR 231.
SATURDAY
General Practitioners Exam, 8 a .m.,
ENA 105.
Graduate . Record Exam, 8:30 a.m.,
BSA, ·BUS 106-115.
Movie: "3:10 lo Yuma," 7:30 p.m.,
FAH 101.
FREE PARKING • Ph. IAMPA 832-35

Fri.-Sat July 12, 13
Giant Spook Show in Color

Peter Cushing

"FRANKENSTEIN CREATED'
WOMAN"
i
Andre Morell
:"THE MUMMY'S SHROUD"
Joan Fontaine

·

"THE DEVIL'S OWN"
SuL-Mon.-Tues. July 14, 15, 16
Two Color Hits

Peter Sellers

"THE PARTY11
John Cassavetes
"DEVILS ANGELS"
Adm. SOc Starts 8:30

oc

ON PlAlA • 50 . DAlE

DOORS OPEN 12:30

'til 1 :00 p. m. (Mon. thru Fri.)

Jack ' )laUbaa
Walter
i
The
~

;f!it ;,t.· , .die

THE
Sandals
Bags
Hair Pieces
Ear Wires

Vests
Belts
Skirts ·
Moccasins

ALL ITEMS CUSTOM MADE

306 N. DALE MABRY

Play: ." A Taste of Honey," 8:30 p.m.,
RAR 231.
SUNDAY
General Pr1ctioners Exam, a a.m.,
1:NA 105.
Sigma Alpha Epsllon, 7 p.m., CTR 251
. MONDAY
Briclge Lessons, 2 p.m., CTR 251.
Esperanto Classes, 7:30 p.m., CTR
203.
TUESDAY
P.hoto Lessons, 7 p.m., CTR 201.
Esperanto Classes, 7:30 p.m., CTR
203.
WEDNESDAY, JULY 17

Meet the Author -

2 p.m., CTR 252.

James Mccague,

Bridge Tournament, 7 pm •. , CTR 2556.

Co-Op Education
TODAY
Information Session, 2 p.m., ENG 3;

all students welcome to discuss applications possible employers, assignments
etc.
MONDAY

Midlerm Reports due back In Co-op
Office today.

Co-Op Placement _
More than 150 employers are currently seeking USF students for Cooperative Education Training ass ignments tor
Quarter I Training Period starting Monday, Sept. 9. Some openings are a lso
listed for Quarter 11. Additional information is available in the . Co-Op office,
ENG 37, ext. 171 . The following are
some of the employers seeking Co-op
students and the area desired :
BUSI NESS ADMINISTRATION
Accounting: Canning, Wells & Salzer,
St. Petersburg; Centra l Intelligence
Agency, Washington, D.C.; Defense
Personnel Support Center, Philadelphia;
Florida Power Corp., St. Petersburg;
Gulf Power Corp., Pensacola; Honeywell, St. Petersburg ; Internal Revenue
Service, Jacksonville, Tampa, Washington D.C.; International Business Machines, Huntsville, Ala.; International
Minerals & Chemical Corp., Ba rtow;
M. A. Montenegro & Co. CPA, Tampa;
Martin Co. , Orlando; NASA-Kennedy
Space Center, Cape Kennedy; NASA·
Marshall Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala .; Sm ith, Braley & Johnson,
CPA, Tampa; Tornwall, Lang & Lee,
CPA, St. Petersburg; U.S. Army Mis•
s ile Command, Huntsville, Ala .; Potter,
Bower & Co., CPA, - Orlando; Navy
Mine Defense Laboratories, Panama
City, Fla.; W. 0. Daley, CPA, Or lando.
Economics: General Services Admin•
istration, · Washington, D.C .; NASAKennedy Space center, Cape Kennedy;
University of South Florida, Procurement, Tampa.
Finance: AEtna Surety and Casua lty,
Tampa ; First Federal Savings & Loan
Association, St. Petersburg; First Na•
tional Bank, Tampa; General Services
Administration, Washington, D.C. ; Ma. rine Bank & Trust Co., Tampa; Nortllside Bank, Tampa.
Data Processing : Gulf 'Life Insurance
Co., Jacksonville; University of South
Florida, Data Center , Tampa;
Management: AETna Life Insurance
Co., Tampa; AEfna Surety & Casauity
Co., Tampa ; Allstate, St. Petersburg;
Boeing, New Orleans; Continental Baking Co., Tampa; Defense Personnel
Support Center, Philadelphia & Chicago; First ·National Bank, Tampa; Florida Power Corp., SI. Petersburg; Ford
Motor Co., Dearborn, Mich.; General
Services .Administration, Wash ington,
D.C.; General Telephone Co., Tampa;
Honeywell, St. Petersburg; Internationa l Minera ls & Chemical C Corp., Bartow; s. H. Kress co., Tampa; Lock•
heed-Georgia Co., Ma rietta, Ga. ; Marine Bank & Trust Co., Tampa; Martin
Co., Orlando; NASA-Kennedy Space
Center, Cape Kennedy; NASA-Marshall
Space Flight Center, Huntsville, Ala.;
Naval Air Station, Jacksonville; Office
of Education, Washington, D.C.; Shera•
ton Outrigger Inn, St. Petersburg ; Su-

Tonight ,at 7 p·.m. in CTR
251, they will hold the first
Bridge tournament meeting.
The second tournament will
be July 17 and the thid will be
July 24.
Glenn Ford and Van Heflin
star in the UC movie this
week, '3:10 to Yuma'. It will
be shown Friday and Saturday at 7 :30 p.m. in Fine Arts
101. Admission is 25 cents.
·. The Jackson Investment
Company will play for the
band dance Friday at 9 p.m.
in the CTR Ballroom. With a
valid ' identification card, admission is 50 cents. Dress
does not include shorts.
The fourth in the eight-part
~ridge Lessons will be. held
Monday at 2 p.m. in CTR 251.
All those registered for those
registered for these lessons
are reminded to attend.
Dave Renee will . conduct
the fourth of eight photography lessons, Tuesday at 7
p.m. in CTR 201.
Next Wednesday James
. McCague will be the speake,r
for the "Meet the Author" series. The program will be at 2
p.m. in CTR 252.
permarkets Genera I Corp., various Ioca:,,
lions in New J ersey; Tennessee Va lley
Authority, Knoxville, Tenn .; U.S. Army
Missile Command, Huntsville, Ala.
Marketing: AEtna Surely & Casualty
Co., Tampa; Allstate, St. Petersburg;
Bonwit-Teller, New York, N. Y.; Britt's
Depa rtment Store, Fort Lauderdale;
Continental Baking Co., Tampa; Genera l Services Administration, Wa shington,
D.C.; S. H. Kress Co., · Ta mpa ; MayCohens Department Store, Jacksonville;
Standard Oil Co. of Kentucky, Tampa
area ; Supermarkets General Corp., various locafior-.s in New Jersey.
Personnel
Management:
City
of
Tampa, Personnel, Tampa; Defense
Personnel SupPQrt Center, Philadelphia ;
Ford Motor Co., Dea r born, Mich.
'Public Relations: F lorida Council .for
Preven1ion of Blindness, Tampa.

Traffi'c Appeal

ON ONE YEAR
CERTIFICATES OF DEPOSIT

(Continued from Page 1)

5% INTEREST

involved in fines. They are:
v Moving Violations- $5 for
fi,I.'st offen,se; $10 for the second and. $15 for subsequent
violations.
. ·
"" Parking Violations- $2, 3,
5.
V" Registration violations- $5
and $10.
v Late charges- One dollar
a~er three and seven days.
On decals, the Board of Regents added a decreasing
scale in the purchase of decals. If a student buys the
decal quarter I, it'll cost $4.
Garner said that in quarters
II, III, IV the decals will cost
$3, 4 and $5.
The proposal also calls for
the application of all Tampa
city ordinances "which are
not in conflict with the university regulations .
Garner remarked that,"
"traffic fines are w o r s e at .
other universities." As examples he cited Texas A and M,
the University of Denver, the
University of Utah and lie
said that the fines run from

AND NO
GAMBLE
·WHATEVER!
Each Account Insured Up
.
To
' $15,000 BY F.D.I.C.

INFORMATION ON REQUEST

N orthside Bank
ofTampa
10050 ·FLORIDA AVE.
TAMPA, FLA. 33612

IPHONE 935-1111 )

E>l~CLE
1 AUTOMOTIVE

The University Ce n t er Need a new or used car? Call
(CTR) has scheduled several your personal USF rep. "Vet"
events for the upcoming Thomas at Strickland Auto
Plaza !5000 us19 Clwt. 531.5875
weeks.
Continuing through July 19
is a collection of war photographs by the late Robert
Ca.pa entitled "Images of
War". The exhibit can be seen
in the CTR Gallery between 8
a.m. and 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

$10 to $50 on first offenses.
When asked w h a t he
thought of the proposal,. Harold Raymond Hooks, 1 CB,
said, "It would probably be
unconstitutional.'' He added
that he would "fight this one
too."

Early in quarter II, Hooks
filed a $200,000 suit against
President John S. Allen and
the Regents. His claim was
that traffic fines were unconstitutional and -that the traffic
cases should be brought up
before the courts of the adjacent municipality.

July 10, 1968, U. of South Florida..,;;, J

THE ORACLE -

5. FOR SALE

13. MISCELLANEOUS

.
.
C_B, 3 Br., carport, util. rm., rad1ant heat, sodded lawn, small
down payment, take over payments of S75 mo. 10936-Hth s t.
3. FOR RENT
Call after 4 p.m. 932-9544
Tr "l L ts T il . C
.
& ~ er ~ , f ra er:, ampers For Sale: New 3 Br, 3 bath fully
10 a~p~ es ~S;en94 ~~7~e- carpeted house on large lot on
mm. om
·
·
the Hillsborough River, ¼ mile
from ca.p1pus. Call Dr. Ross 591
or 988-5522.

CPA Review
Program Set

CLASSIFIED ADS

- - - - - - - - - - -- Stude~ts - Looking for resource
materials? Try the Book Shack,
119 Bul!.ard Pkwy. Open 1 _ 9
p.m. daily.
$50 reward for information lead•
ing to arrest and conviction of
person or persons who stole
black cloth top from 62 MG
•

Day Nursery and Kindergarten
Open year round with expert supervision and instruction SafetyLand-13202-15th St. See Page 6.

THE INFIRMARY

BOOKS! BOOKS! BOOKS! Millions to choose from (almost!)
The Book Shack, 119 Bullard
Pkwy. Open 1 - 9 p.m. daily.

Fowler Ave.

USF 2 1/5 miles from USF
18 in. Motorola T.V., B & W,
Table model, $20.00. W. Smith,
The Center for Continuing Ext. 595
Education h a s completed
plans to present a Certified 7. HELP WANTED
Public Accountant review pro- Salesmen needed - Work 10 hrs.
•
•
gram to assist candidates in per wk. Mileage allowance, oncampus office, gain experience
I
preparing for the Uniform in advertising, openings now for
Open 1:00 P.M. to 1:00 A.M. Dai Y
Certified Public Accountants summer and fall qtrs. Call ext. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
620 or stop at CTR 224. Ask for ~ xamination. The course will Pat Hill
-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - b~ a series of intensive sessions to guide the CPA candi- 11. WANTED
date in his preparation for the Waiter trainees needed. High
tip Income & salary & meals.
November examination.
Los Novadades ph. 24.8-4195

+

The program, instructed by
the accounting faculty of the
College of Business Administration, includes sessions · on
accounting practice, accounting theory, and auditing. A
total of 109 classroom hours is
required for all three courses.
The first course will . begin
Friday and continue through
November 2. All sessions will
be held on consecutive Friday
evenings and Saturdays. The
fee schedule for all three sessions is $150.
For further information concerning the program, and fees
for individual courses, interested persons should contact
,the Center for Continuing
Education Ext. 403.

BARBECUE
SUNDAY 1 P M

.+
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Terrace
Beauty Salon
9303 - 56th St.
Ph. 988-2798

VOLKSWAGEN SERVICE
Special Bus for USF.
SERVICE CUSTOMERS
LE.AVES for USF
Administration Bldg. at
8:1 S A.M.
Return Trip 4:30 P.M.

Birdsong M~t;;;·i~~:-u·~

THE WILD, .\VILD WEST
takes on urban manners when A&R Jr. tames
vinyl into a casual look-of-leather jumper and
'pardners' it with a brown or burnished gold
foulard shirt. 5 to 11, at $26, to choose 'n
charge in l\faas' "The Place" for Young Juniors!
Downtown, \1/est Shore and North Gate.

SUM~·fER'S YOUNG LOVE
pant sets cropped close and checldng in in
cool,. carefree cotton. Little girl look in gingham checks,"iced '.-vith frothy white lace. Navy/
white or green/ white, 5 to 13, at $16. Cool it
in ·pant sets now from Maas Junior Sportswear!
Downtown, West Shore and North Gate.

Hooks case was denied
"without prejudice" by the
Thirteenth Judicia l Court of
Hillsborough County later in
Quarter II. No definite date
has been set for appeal, said
Hooks.
Hooks said that he has two
years within which he can refile for appeal.
The proposal also calls for
parking privileges for the
P resident of the Student Association, "during tenure of office." The proposal provides
for a $2 charge of change of
decal when a student's status
changes.

READ THE

YIANTADS
FOR A REAL TASTE
BREAK
TRY A PIZZA' SUPREME
.
-A t The
....

PIZZA HUT
NOW THREE CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

Phone 935-0512

340~ E. Hillsborough • Phone 238-1212
716 N. Dale Mab!')'• Phone 877-1912

The ORACLE

15. SERVICES OFFERED

-::;:;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;:::::::;;::;;::;;:::::::::::;;;;;;;;;;;;;=====;;;;;;;__-

G'ET HIP//

8426 N. FLORIDA

parked on lot 3 behind TAT
9:20 a.m.-1:15 _p.m. 714
!;(eel~g St., Brooksville, ~
196-4580.
------------7- 2-6~,
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EDITORIALS AND COMMENTARY

What Lies Ahead
For The U.S.A.?

Berlin
Faces
·Crisis

(

By DORAN CUSHING
Staff Writer

-One Change Good, Two _Changes Bad
_ For the Board of Regents this Board to say what it means. NQ·week it's one cheer and two boos. It body knows what "dishonor and
rightly decided to make the state discredit" means to a University.
university ROTC program volunColumbia - like incidents do
·
bring
a certain dishonor to a Unitary. But it wrongly injected more
versity.
But Florida State-like provague phraseology into its Operattests certainly don't. The students
ing Manual, and gave university
weren't asking for the right to
presidents more arbitrary power. print pornography. They were ask· The abolition of compulsory ing that a free press be respected
ROTC is a pleasant surprise. Even so long as it violates no state or
\
·
more pleasant is the leadership federal laws.
USF Pres. John Allen showed in
THE "NEW" power of the unithis area by refusing to begin a.n versity.
president in disciplinary
.ROTC program here unless it was cases only confirms what he al,voluntary. Male students are no~ ready has. But it could mean more
free to pursue more useful aca- of a burden when .a student tries to
demic courses.
prove his innocence (which he
~ . But the Board still insists on in- shouldn't have to do anyhow).
jecting vague words into its OperThe Regents, we're afraid,
ating Manual, just when students made one step forward and two
_are working so hard to get the steps backward last week.

Privileges And Obligations
It appears as if once again the · the consent of the state). Citizens
federal_government may beat the have ·an obligation bf keeping their
_state government to the punch _in parks clean for the privilege of
Jts progress to a fairer voting poli~ using them. High school swdents
usually have to meet homework
,cy toward its citizens.
: ·· . The state showed its backward- obligations for the privilege of
ness last week when the Legisla- using the family car, or of buying
ture wouldn't permit Floridians to one of their own. The concept of a
decide whether to expand their privilege being rewarded after an
-electoral base by lowering the vot- obligation is inet is an intimate
part of our socialization.
ing age from 21 to 19.
THE 18-YEAR-OLD vote is im~- THE REASON IS, of course,
that legislators feared they ·would portant because it , involves ·the :
pe voted out of office by a mono- ·. question of what obligations a citilithic bloc of 1~adical youth . (never zen owes his country and what
mind the· silly'· argument· that the . privileges he is granted.
potential voters are immature);
When a young man moves from
· unthinkingly f o 11 o w i n g their
power-hungry instructors.
· ' the passive obligation of obeying
the law to the active obligation of
The fear of losing an election is ·the draft, he should be granted the
politically un.deyst~!}~ble. But~the . ~ active. pr ivilege _of .the. vote, in .adt,egislc!,ture -sh0uld know tha~- i~s : ....,d!tjo~ to his passive privHege of
fears would be unfounded 1f 1f·•" :::oeing-protected by the society.
;,vould look at the legitimate politi- ·
.
.
. .
cal reasons for lowering the voting
When he 1s awarded this pr1v1age to 18 (not just 19) !nstead of · ~leg~~:;he has an ethical and legal
~xpedient political reasons for ' duty to carry out his obligation: no
oblig~tions, no pri~ileges; no privi~eeping it at 21.
, First, :those citizens between 18· · leges,.no obligations. '
~d 21 do not comprise a monolith_The events leading to revolution
ic bloc of "peace-at-any-price"
r adicals ready to sell the country usually show an overburdened list
out to an equally non-existent Com- of citizen obligations and an , unmunist monolitll. The divergent ac- derenjoyment of citizen privileges.
tions of students at FSU,Jast ~May TWs is tyranny. The military ob~ere hardly an example of student ligation of the 18-year-old citizens
unanimity. (It's interesting to note in the United States has proven too
that no major student radical lead- heavy not to be balanced by the
er is under 21).
privilege of the franchise.·
:

SECOND, mE citizens between

18 and 21 are

now better educated
than their past brethren, and- are
therefore better able than many
over 21 to make rational political
judgments. Newspapers and legisJ.ators don't seem to tire of telling
tJ1em this. ·
But these reasons are, in themselves, not enough to lower the vot- ing age to 18. Instead,' they go
.hmch deeper than the contemporary scene. They go back to all the
wars the United States has fought,
and forward to all the wars it will
fight. And war is the ultimate political exercise-. .
Obligations go hand - in - hand
with privileges, public civics
teachers tell their students (with

Events of the past three
months have come so swiftly
and been of such importance,
that it is difficult to guess what
lies ahead for the United States,
yet it is imperative that some
effort be made to interpret
those events.
This is true of the confused
situation in · the Vietnam war.
Washington and Hanoi entered
into negotiations, but at the

.

same time we lost more men in
Vietnam than in any other week
of the war.
It is also true of the domestic
situation where the murder of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. unleashed a wave of violence
across the nation and underlined the gravity of the internal
crisis faced by the American
people.

THE PEACE movement as a
whoie tends to· relax. But as the
war dead continue to arrive
.

.
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A Look At The NeYI Laws
By JAMES BLAKE
Student Commentary
Recently, the state of Florida enacted a law requiring all
motor vehicles in the state to
undergo biannual inspection.
The state maintains that
this law will greatly reduce
. the number of highway fatalities resulting from the opera.tion of mechanically defective
vehicles ; that it will slash the
astronomical 3 per cent of iast
year's auto fatalities directly
attributed to faulty · auto
equipment to a low of perhaps ·
2 per cent.
In short, the state has insured that motorists will · use
state - certified automobiles,
safe and fit for Florida's highways, to kill themselves.
Now then, Florida is a progressive state and thus has
passed yet another law designed to save lives on the
highway. The new law is referred to as the "implied consent" law and provides for the
suspension of a driver's license for six months if he refuses to -submft to a chemical
test, when asked to do so -by
an officer, , to determine
whether he is intoxicated.
There are a ·number of reasons why a motorist may refuse to take this test. It may

be that he is indeed blind
drunk, in-which case he would
decline to take the test as the
results would only serve to incriminate him.
But suppose a driver refuses to take the test claiming
that he has just . made his
First Holy Communion and is
a teetotaler to boot? Or what
if someone is unwilling to take
the test simply on principle?
No excuse ·will make a chink in the ·armor of this
law. To refuse to take the test
is to surrender one's license
for six months.
A highway patrolman need
only sign an affidavit that a
driver refused to submit to
the test and that driver will
be charged with the criminal
violation of Test-taking Refusal and lose his license. ·
It might interest some to
know that this law was passed
with the endorsement of Governor Claude Kirk as part of a
federal highway safety packet
on the threat of federal funds
being withheld. Goodness ! Is
it possible Florida is guilty of
legislation through coercion?
Perhaps, at the risk of interrupting something important
in Tallahassee, someone here
should write to someone there
and ask that question.

home in boxes, and as it becomes clear that the U.S. will
seek to impose conditions (in
Paris) it could not win in battle,
the task of-the peace movement
is far from over. Greater. emphasis must be given to the demand that the U.S. negotiate her
own withdrawal from Vietnam,
rather than negotiate the future
political structure of Vietnam,
which is a matter for the Vietnamese to work out.
There are three points which
must be brought out:
Y' The first is that, more than
any other factor, the dissenters
for peace brought Senator Eugene McCarthy into the campaign, which in turn brought out
Kennedy and which forced
Johnson out of the c~mpaign.
Y' Secondly, should the war
end and draft calls fall off
sharply, we must not let the
well-off middle class forget one
of the most importap.t lessons of
the· Vietnam war - the awareness of how unfairly the draft
falls upon the poor blacks and
whites.

Dr. Herbert J. Wunderlich,
USF's vice president for student
affairs, h as argued that along with
student rights, students should recognize, their responsibilities. We
think the state and the natio_n
should follow this reasoning l;llld
grant the 18-year-old citizen the
vote if he is going to be burdened
with tbe obligation of sacrificing
his life to defend the privilege.

The men who work so hard for students attending the great institutions of
higher lear:ning in this state have done it
again.
Evecyone remembers the great
knights m· Tallahassee and their henchmen, th~ ~oard of Regents. They are the
ones who worked so hard for the good of
the students
get rid of that awful trimester. system.
There was so much wasted money involved in the trimester system.
The -politicians just knew that money
could be put to better use. Besides, the
quarter system · gives such a better use
of the facilities of a campus.
WITHOUT . even asking, the quarter
system was rwished on us like Marie Antoinette wished cake on the ·peasants of
France.
·
After all, the students here must surely appreciate going to class just ten
weeks, ·instead of fourteen.

to

This way the courses are so much
more compact.
By the way, we had some math majors mention tha t students are not saving
money, in fact they are spending a great
deal more. Tuition for the hvo trimesters
of a total 28 weeks costs $260. Now students are paying for 30 Weeks at a cost
of $375. A year of school has gone up to
$115 more a year.
RESIDENT students have been using
m ath also. $670 paid for food and housing
on the trimester system. Now it is costing the student $780.
To really set things off a new calendar has jus t be_en put into effect. School
doesn't start until September 30.
We have to by out by December 13, so
we now get to cram final exams into the
last week of class. No one will need to
study much for final, since we will have
just finished taking midterms. .
Now that we have s uch a long summer vacation and such a nice Christmas
vacation, who cares about cramming ten
weeks of classes in b,etween. We might

AS IT IS, threats to liberty in eastern
Germany ~ince 1933. Rudi Dutschke
would never have been shot in East Berlin; he would h,a ve been safely in a prison cell long before a ny would-be assassin
got near him.
During the years of detente since 1963
it has become unfashionable to say
t hings like this; but ,t hey have nonetheless remained true, as the removal in
Czechoslovaki'a of a government nearly
as oppressive as Herr Ulbricht's has

'

..

1!1NALL: A

Quarter Systein Has Increased Pressur:e
By MARGIE SISK
Associate Editor

Stalinism was publicly discredited in
the Soviet Union 12 years ago. How
much longer will East Germany have to
put up_with it ?
This is the question that should govern the response, in Bonn· and other
Western capitals, to East Germany's interference with traffic to Berlin.
The freedom of the surface routes to
West Berlin matters in proportion to the
nastiness of the regime which controls
them.
If it were not the habit of Herr Ulbricht's government to put so many people in prison for thought-crime, or shoot
them when they tangle with its barbed
wire, it might make sense to spend one's
time piping about the beastliness of the
West Berlin police or the number of the
neo-rtazis hiding under the West German
constitution.

Y' Finally, if the war were to
end this instant there would still
be a great many young men in
prison - both civilian and military prisonets - for their opposition to this war. Their dilemrecently shown.
ma must be corrected.
The detente is not just a matter of enPeace is not concerned simply
s1,1ring an easier life for the men in the
with violence that occurs outKremlin and the White House or a safer
one for all of us who will be endangered
side our national borders. We
must be concerned about vioif they fall out.
Jenee and the social injustices
It is also aimed at creating the condiand tensions that produce such
tions in which a · decent, and reasonable
violence _ wherever it occurs.
independent,· life can be enjoyed by those
America faces a _crisis as
Communist nations which did not enjoy
deep as that of the depression
it in days of Stalin.
and potentially as deep as that
TIDS ·1s WHY the latest challenge to
of the Civil War more than a
the freedom of access to Berlin must be
century ag9. We must realize
taken seriously. The East Germans have
the degree to which Americans
already acted to stop people whom they
are moving toward a substitudefine as neo-nazi, and then officials of ia
tion of violence for the demoBonn government which they happen to
cratic process.
dislike, travelling by land to West Berlin.
The chajl.enges ahead are
Their ~ew passport and visa requireenormous.
ments and the taxes on the transport of
WHY DID it take the violent
· goods have not, so far, caused anything
deaths of Dr. King and Senator
m uch but detay.
·
.But the East Germans, having estab•
Kennedy for the senators and
representatives to enact a minilished the principle are now in a position
mal gun restriction law?
to refuse transit to anyone they please
There is a desperate ne_ed for
without even formal explanation, or to
impose levies on transport of goods on a
Americans to become peaceoriented without the tragic
scale which the West German governdeaths of more human beings.
ment could hardly be expected to reim. Pethaps ·the:initial s tep would
burse.
the end "ot' the "war toys.'! .,.....,-;..,;:-;The new r estrictions m ay not be the
,
Psychologists have evidence - -· first bite at the apple, but when Neus
that a violence oriented personDeutschland hints that they are there is
_ality may be created in children ·•- : :.~:~.Jlo good reason to doubt it. This matters
who _engage in_playing "soldier · ·;,:=is much as any attempt to interfere with ·
or "cowboy."
, :~ :" Uie rights of allied troops to :travel to
SURELY ___ THE industrial . ' ., ":'.\ vest Berlin.
•· · The first approach to this problem
giants of toyland can_ create
more fascinating toys that .' do
has to be made through Russia and not
not involve guns and killing,
just because the Western powers like to
-·- -even as simple games.
·:
p_retend that the Ulbricht regime does
not exist.
Secondly, is it necessary that ·
a? American citizens hav,e the
_; _ RUSSIA'S relationship to Herr Ulr1g~t to art?- _th;mselves and b e_
bricht is something like t?at _of form1?
equipped to k~ ·
.
British government to their viceroys m
Free Amer~ca . does n?t. mIndia.
elude a constitutional privilege
· He has his own state, his own governto mur~er . .
.
.
.
ment, his own civil seryice and r eveThe hcensmg and reg~tratio11
nues; to a certain point he can make his
of guns and gun owners is only
own policies or decide not to carry out
after-the-fact. Is there any purthe policies made out by the imperial
pose for a hand gun other than
t
. ? N0 I H nt
governmen . .
t o kill hum~ bemgs_
:
·
u_ •
But in the last resort he also depends
e~s rarely kill deer or wild pigs
on imper ial troops. The Western reaction
w_ith .22 revolvers. But a $13 .22
should recognize his dependence.
killed Bobby Kenn:dy. .
This does not mean retaliating
nation-,~1de camagainst Russia in matters- that have
pa1gn to disarm all police forces
th· t d
·th Berlin The aim of a
no ~ng O . 0 ":'1
•
..
should eventually come about.
·
h b
't
sensible pohcy 1s to create the conditions
J us t as •gas
c ~ ers. aren a
in which East Germany does not repredeterren. to crime, neither are
· t th t t t h thin s that matter in
arsenals of weapons held by
~;n t ~ , ~-ea O e
g
local police.
· es er m.
Britqin's police are highly efTO REVIVE. !he cold war or at least
ficient' without shotguns or
to abandon positive attempts to promote
mace.
detente , as some West Germans have
Once the " trained to be viobeen hinting, could do nothing in -that
direction.
lent'' cops are restricted, then
America can begin a new socieIt is necessary tp tell the Russians
ty of human integrity, humane
that West Germany's allies will not acrights for every man, and secucept a s ituation in which the East Gerrity in non-violence.
m ans attempt to impose regulations on
Violence has never been the
West German traffic to Berlin that the
solutjon.
other Western ltllies would not accept for
. their own citizens.
If West ·Germans have to buy visas
to get to Berlin, that is a step backward
from the idea of an indivisible Germany.

-be

The framers of the American
Constitution , led the 1776 Revolu.tion because the obligation of citizen taxation was not balanced by
the . privilege d citizen r epresentation. Part of the Ne_g_roes' rebellion
.today . has been based on their
disenfranchisement despite their
mjlitary obligation (in addition to
taxation without representation).

From The London Economist

even forget that we are college students.
That is apparently what has happened to
everyone else's thotights ·on students.
Oh, yes, about the increased use of
fac ulties for the campus on the quarter
systems.
.
HAS ANYONE noticed the northern
side of the campus lately? Buried· over
there somewhere is Andros complex, you
know, the carpeted dining room, piped-in
music, the "whole bit."
·
Well, its being used as a home for
wayward spiders . Maybe things like this
can all be_expla ined but many students
are tired of false and sweetened-over reports about how wonderful everything is
for the student.
Colleges are for students. They are c1;
place to live, to be, to enjoy.
A few years ago everyone talked
about college as the greatest part of
their lives. It was a meeting ground for
new ideas, beliefs and concepts. One
made friends with books, professors and
fellow students. There was time to read
outside class material, even a novel or

hvo. There was chances to take ·a night
off from studying and go to a lecture or
film series.
PARTICIPATION in clubs, organizations and extra activities were all a part
of learning and assimilating.
Now it is time to spend every moment
outside of class trying t o cover the material assigned. Professors are working
feverishly to stuff facts, figures and
quotes down our throats for ten short
weeks.
Few class periods can be spent on
siplple discussions. There is no time.
One has to begin worrying about m idterms and finals in the first week of
class.
It is time to re-evaluate our values of
education. What it is, What it should be.
Are we trying to turn out as many
people as possible ,vith degrees or are
we trying to educate those who want the
education and want to take the time necessary to obtain it?
THE QUARTER system is not the answer. The --raised tuition
rate and the
.

•
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food and housing rates all are causing
students to drop out of school because of · Vol. 3
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lack of money. The quarter system is too
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OUR READERS WRITE · -

EDITOR:

IS IT impossible to ask the
\
Why must seniors who grad- faculty to turn fu our grades
uafe at a time other than · early as. they are required to
June be treated like illegiti- do for June graduates?
mate children of the Universiwe are invited back next
ty?
June to take part in commencement exercises but,
We are thought of as part of one, we don't feel that we are
the Class of '68, we were ala part of the class of '69, and .
lowed to go to the senior din- two, it will be financially imner dance but, we were not al- practical for most of us who
lowed to be in this year'.s Ae- will not be living in the
gean.
Tampa Bay area.
For June, graduating seniors grades had to be in by
the 31st of May and a senior
taking the final was usually
an option with the individual
professor.
For those of us who graduate at a time other than June
our grades are due the same
time as everyone else. We do
not officially know that · we
have completed our work
until grades are mailed out.

USF Vet.el'8DS Club.

Dr. Bow~rs criticized Dr.
Moler for expressing liis opinion, which I feel every person
has a right to do. ,I don't call
that democracy!
Dr. Moler sincerely had the
welfare of the students at
heart when he voiced not only
his opinion but the feelings of
many other students that are
using the outdoor pool in the
Argos Complex.

USING THE pool on the
same day as Dr. Moler, I w!is
annoyed by- the large number
of rowdy, noisy children in
and around the pool.
I feel the present pool policy
is unfair to USF students, but
strictly enforcing it would
also be hard· on the children
of the faculty. Therefore, I believe the pool policy should rem~ in effect, but that USF
students and staff chldren
should have separate hours
for using the pool. I'm sure a
reasonable agreement could
be reached. In this way, everyone could enjoy the benefits of the pool ·
GEORGE HEDRICK
Z CBS
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By MARIO GARCIA
Staff Writ.er

. Newspapers have recently
become more departmentalized than usual, and the student intern may end up rewriting recipes for the food
editor or covering Sunday's
sermon for a gracious religion
editor.
I was assigned to the financial · news department. Right
now I am a 21-year-old writer
catering to an audience of 40-,
50- and 60-yeai:-old businessmen. My readers are rich and
poor, educated and noneducated, owners of 100 shares of
stock with a major company
or of 10 shares in a not-so
hot one.

EVERY DAY I learn some- same professional level as
If someone asked me what
thing new; not just about does his counterpart in law, the most important requirewriting or journalism in gen- medicine, or business, except ments here are I would say:
eral, but about the things of that he is more human.
interest in your work, ability
which I , never expected to
The newsroom atmosphere to work under extreme preslearn, like the brassiere in- w i t h . decrepit copyeditors sure, above-average intellidustry and its effects in a wearing the popular green gence and - most important
local community, or the bev- gambler visors is only a remi- of all - the ability to spell
erage can filling industry, or niscence. Innovations in the correctly, to be accurate and
the number of ships ,arriving average newsroom t o d a y to keep your newspaper out of
at the local port daily and range from automated equip- a libel suit.
their cargo.
- ment to the pleasant .appear•
With all these details in
The days of "glamorous ance of younger and prettier mind, the journalism intern is
journalism" are gone, as ~ newspaperwomen.
bound to spend a most •reThe mini-look, dangling ear, warding summer. The sala•
the gangster-looking reporter
rings, wigs and psychedelic
so frequently portrayed by regalia which have swept the ries paid by most newspa~s
are rather adequate, and so·is
Hollywood movies of the '30s. fashion market from coast- the professional -treatment -t e•
A newspaperman today dress- to-coast have also made it to ceived.
es, acts and thinks in the our modern newsroom. It is
MOST IMPORTANT of all,
difficult to judge a girl's intelligence by the. length of her the internship experience proskirt or the glittering on her vides the future journalist
eyes. Many of our female in- with a taste of what the newsterns look like professional paper business is all about. it
m()j:}els, except that they are is sort of •a take-it or give-it
By MARGIE SISK
the audience than any script. her hand maiden to Abraham earth, its wonders, and the newspaper reporters, a n d type of compromise. _
·
Associate Editor
One could almost taste the so that he may haye la son. universe around it are in good ones, too.
Of course, most interns re'apple as :p;ve took a bite and This is a great sacrifice - far sharp contrast with the rest of
The creation of a master- then handed it
I DON'T know of any other turn to the busy-world ·,of
to Adam.
greater and more noble than the drama.
piece is often a life's work.
USF student interning in this newspapering after their · exa thousand lambs offered in a
AS
THE
audience
is
intro•
The colors are bold, bril- are a. However, despite perience pere. Whether their
Years of planning, working
ceremonial ritual.
duced to Noah, a, very simple
liant,
exciting. The waves, the 'fact that I come from an future assignments take them
and re~oing are, necessary to
busy old man, the tone for a
Lastly we iare shown love . waterfalls, the volcanic erup- institution where there is only to Europe -as correspondents
make the final work complete highly humourous scene is
set and obedience. Abraham does tions are majestic, dynamic. a Journalism Program, while in a swinging, metropolitan
and perfect.
just by t_he way in ~v~ich Noah , not go out in great anger and The fish, .t he fowl, the ani- my fellow interns all attend city or to Jhe rewarding am;,moves
his eyes.
mals, are flowing, beautiful. universities with Schools of nymity of a copy desk, the in' • •d
John Huston has created a
storm to the -mountains1 e to And man,
the creation of Journalism, the difference is terns are in for plenty of exNot quite willing to accept curse his God; he lies on the
masterpiece. "'rhe Bi:ble.•.In
citing experiences and a ca•
man, is quite and wonderous. hardly seen - if at all.
the Beginning" is his creation
I believe that the experi- reer of service to others.
One needs no religi9n to ap- ence obtained working for The
as it comes to life on the
Comes September, the inpreciate this work of art, this Oracle, and its similarity to terns will go back to their
screen is so. near to a perfect
masterpiece. But the work the a v e r a g e professional campuses to benefit their stuwork that one walks ·away
was done only with photogra- paper in size and content, has dent newspapers with pro•
completely enchanted by the
phy, acting, and direction. helped me tremendously in fessionally-tested talent.
whole work.
The story was there .• • In adapting myself to the daily
As unbelievable as it seems,
Many epic films h~ve been
the Beginning. As the audi- pressure and amount of work ALL interns here confess that
made concerning the Old Tes•
ence files from the theater required from each of us they miss the academic life
tament, "Samson and Delione
can see them believing, or here. I imagine this is the somewhat. Is this any con~othe
voice
that
calls
to
him,
ground,- then looks up, shows
lah," and " The -Ten Comat
least
marveling.
same for all USF journalism lation to the loyal Brahmans
mandments'' are bold dramas the old man runs and hides in us not anger, but a .great aninterns in other major news- who stayed in school for Quar·
his
house.
guish.
portraying stories ·from t h e
papers.ter IV?
.Bible.
He is go9d, and righteous
IThe final test is reached
,uct111c ,
"THE BijlLE" is not, defi- and does follow God's will. and Abraham walks with his
0RDON•s
·
nitely not, one of these epics. The -audience sees this in his son to offer the sacrifice that
. . JltWEl.ltRa
'fhe-production is gr~at in its quiet determination to build Go~ has requested of him, the
simplicity. Its main charac- the ark amid
caro1 Watson, Jacksonville,
fhe jeering call life of his son. The fighting is
t~rs are few and only in four of his neighbors.
has been awarded a senior
gone from his body, but re- scholarship by the Delta
_scenes are there any crowds
of people. These scenes are
The acting reaches its peak mains in his mind. His steps Gamma Foundation. Th e
all short and even they use in the latter part of the are more firm, but his eyes as scholarship is one of 12 grantthe large cast only for the movie. Here thf love between he looks at his beloved son, ed in 1968 to outstanding Delta
Gammas throughout the counbackdrop in a much smaller Abraham and Sara is shown
burn with love, for his son try.
and less hectic foreground to us not in passionate love
and for his God.
scene!
Miss Watson is president_ of
· ·
scenes, but in the quiet affec.,
tion shown by a man and
As he prepares his sacrifice Delta Kappa chapter of Delta
The acting is not bold or wife.
he is fumbling, at times clum- Gamma, where she, is madramatic, but simple iand
sy, yet he is no longer hesi- joring Elementary Education.
quite appealing. N e i t h e r
THIS SEQUENCE shows us
Her campus honors include
. Adam' nor Eve say more than _ pain too. Not the Qloody bat- tant, he knows what his God Atheneurn a n -d Presidents
asks of him and he will give.
·.a . few s~tences the entire tles raged in t h e name of
Council of Women Here and
time they are in Eden. Their God, -b ut the pain of loye.
THE PHOTOGRAPHY of There. She is also a Little Siswalk, their way of loo~ng at Sara who cannot conceive, the creation is a , work of its ter of Alpha Tau Omega frasomething, conveyed more to suffers pain when she gives own. The creation of the ternity.

its

Huston-'s 'Bible' A Masterpiece

Movie Rev.i ew

USF Coed· Wins
DG Scholarship-

d'urn-ona8rai94'apa &co~er.4'Rere'8one
for!foualaprice l.ial'IIreal{g furn !JOU on!
CRAIG CAR STEREO

i

Miami Offers Big T.ime To Students

come from the University of
Florida, USF, Miami-Dade Jr.
College, ,Missouri, Kansas,
MIAMI - . This city, like
Nebraska and New York.
most of Florida, has traded Their backgrounds and expesoine of
traditional sun- riences - and their looks
shine for quite a bit of rain. vary just as
much as their acThis phenomenon is rather ir- cents and writing
styles.
ritating to·a USF resident stuI AM interning with The
dent who ·spent the entire
Miami News, the city's secQuarter ID dreaming of ond largest
newspaper and
Approximately $1;500 was sunny Miami.
the one read by most Miamspent this year for the rental
But, rain and all, ·Miami is ians on their way home from
of Curtis Hixon Hall and for a socially rewarding, and trav- work every evening.
·
speaker. Could not the univer- eling editors from college and'
When an intern applies for a
sity give some small recogni- universities across the nation summer position with a newstion to us at the time of our are enjoying their internship paper he takes as big a risk
graduation? A small dinner positions with local newspa-_ as does the average man in
the street when buying a
catered by Morrison's would pers here.
Journalism interns here share of stock. ·
be infinitely more than we -are,
now receiving.
RICK PEREZ
President,

New Pool- Hours Needed
EDITOR: While in the infirmary last Wednesday, I
couldn't help -but overhear Dr.
Bowers (athletic director) and
Dr. Moler (student health) engaged in a rather argumentative discussion concerning the
latter's editorial in 1 a s t
week's paper. ·
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t.T. Shoe Service Goody's Shoe~ Western Auto Beneficial Finance: Coiffure
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.Terrace Camera Shop

.Casey's Barber Shop
.,

~ Model 3108 Automatic
8-Track - Finest stereo separation· on
8-track cartridges. -Closed front _dust
cover. "E-Z-JECT" ·cartridge release
button. Automatic program change and
manual selector button.• Computer•

$tyled program indicator lamps.

Corner temple

Hw &

t

~t.

TG&Y

Publix

-.~ · RACE

Eckerds

- ~ \' \J-,-' .

u.---.-.1.1·

l~

COMPLETE WITH SPEAKERS·

·79c,s

Economy TV

LARGE SELECTION OF

Colonial Cleaners

STEREO-TAPES _

.

ILLUSTRATION

ENLARGED

11 sparkling diamonds set in flottntine finish

'
Where USF's Patronage
is Especially
Appreciated·

Fremac's

18-karat sold.

Jerry's

11

$l&5.00

CHARGE IT"-USE OUR PAYMEKT PLAN

Pizza King
'

DIAMOND Ml!RCHANTS 01' AMERICA

G ORDON~ &

Gordon's Jewelers

~ JEWELERS

Frances WiUard 1c, Cream & Candies Coin Laundry & Dry Cleaning· Four ·seasons Card Shop

TERRACE PLAZA MALL

• NORTH GATE • BRITTON PLAZA

TRADE IN YOUR OLD TAPES
TERRACE

Hallmark
'

SHOE SERVICE

Complete Party Goods Selection
Decorative Nob Hill Candles
Personalized Social
Announcements & Stationery
Russell Stover Candies

Shoes
Shoe Repair

FOUR.SEASONS CARD & GIFT SHOP
· TERRACE PLAZA MALL
OPEN 10-9

Shoe Accessories

Ph.. 988-74S0
9-9

In the Mall

When if comes JD movies

indoors and out •••

°KODAK

MATIC~

Whether you come In and eat here o, have us deliver, you'll get a
pizza with a thinne,cru1t, more cheese, more tomato sauce, and more
herbs & spices than with the other ordin'ary piuaa around. Try u1.

Color Prints 191c
2 for 29c

L~tour
experienced stylists
hairdo that does tlie

Phone 988-7391
·Pizzas • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • Sandwiches
.
.
Salads .................. ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • Beverages•

most for you .a nd is

Delivery Service *SOc

-help you select a

-JERRACE
CAMERA

SHOP

easy to care·for.

I

•

No Charge on ov'er $7.00 Order

North East Tampa Area

errjl~

Ph. 988-7101
Coiffure de~Roma
Terrace Plua

Open: Mon., Tues, & Sat. 9-5 :30
~ed... 'J'.hun. -& Fri. 9-9:00

i,1zzA KIN
Terrace Plaza in The Mall

Call Us For Those Late Hite SnacRs
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Crab's Creator ·Tops Turtles
~

,..

;.;i;

By DAVE CHATIIA.t'\f
Staff Writer
Humppity hump, bumppity
bump, clumppity clumb: r iding ahump can be fun.
In Paul Carlson's partially
completed sculpture, " Two
humps draggin' a dragon,"
· filere is distinct motion and
sound.
" No relief in sight; a sculptqrn in motion and light," a lso
known as the "psychedelic
crab," was to be the last of
· hJs sculptured creations .
THE NEWEST, however,
"Two hump.s ... " will be two
turtles that move in endless
copulation on the bemoaned
frame of a modified go-cart to

Taste
thatbeats
the
others
cold! · ,

the blast of a three and a half
horsepower engine.
The female hump, already
on the go-cart, can move at a
thrifty clip down the Fine
Arts sidewalks and parking ,
lots.
Carlson, who de.scribes himself as a reader, handball
player, eater and sleeper, sa id
he meant the turtles to be humorous. "But,'' · he added,
" I'm not r eally concerned
with the turtles ; it's a means
to use color, line and form.".
,·

WHEN THE sculpture is
finished sometime this
summer - it will be taller,
longer and wider than the .a verage car . The firs t turtle will
be sitting r ight side up on the
ground, and the s e co n d
(male) will be half-way up the
back of the first with its rearend resting on two wheels.
Inside the first hump, Carl-.
son said he might put in an
air conditioner , a stereo and a
bed.
"The sculpture is 1;1ot without its social comment," he
said. " I want t6 show a system turned upon itself. Why is
an air conditioner in a turtle
funny when people drive with
them in their cars all of the
time?" (i.e. Why is two copula ting tur.tles absurd?")
HE SAID he wants to put
human characteristics in a
different perspective.
He said he ' ha s been in-

..,

fluenced mostly by writers
rather than sculptors, such as
Samuel Beckett, Vladimir Nabokov, Jorges Borges , and he insists - "Tragico Muselli." He is influenced m ore- by
the "flow of words" than by
ideas, he said.
On the front of the first turtle will be a ladder for climbing to the top of the hum p
wh er e the steering wheel,
brake, and gas pedal will be,
a nd the ladder will lift as a
door to get inside the turtle.
TO GAIN' entrance, a coin
will have to be dropped in a
coin machine, exemplifying,
he said, the absurdity of vending m achines people are r uled
by.
The humps, he said, are
made out of wood, his bed
sheets, masonite, and newspapers with the graphic e sthetics of Jim P idgeon, a Tampa
Tribune columnist who fe atured Carlson's first sculpture.

The firs t hump will also
have skylights for the turtle
bedroom and will be covered
with clear plastic bubbles.
The second hump will be geodesic.

"I'M GOING to make an
epoxy of my face and a girl's
to place at the head of . the
turtles with the caption: ·" The
faces may change, but it's the
same old grind.' "
The focus of the sculpture
- embarrassing or not - will
be on copulation. The ad is
not static ; there is action.
Carlson's view of his own
sculpture is, "I'd like to blow
it up. I t hink it'd be great to
blow it up. It looks like a
hand grenade ?"
WHAT NEXT?
"My feeling toward art is
negative," he said. "I may
drop out of school a nd go to
New York and work in· a
bookstore . I love literature:
This is my last sculpture."

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS .

Honest~to.. Pepsi taste !

Opportunity

•..

~
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~PEPSI•
- COLA
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COMING

NORTH GATE
SHOPPING
CENTER

~Q~ }!~Ci'

· LOW COST AUTO ·INSURANCE
For Faculty and Stud-ents
-plusSR 22's filed.
Located Next to Kirby's Northgate
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* OPEN ALL SUMMER
·* AIR CONDITIONED
• NEW AND .MODERN
• EXPERT SUPERVISION
• HOT MEALS
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By DORAN CUSHING
Staff Writer

IUSF

-A

u.

IS

Jose Arno Fischer, administrative coordinator of the
English Language Institute,
said the program's main goal
is a " language on the spot
study.". He described the
study as a " cultural exchange,'; USF serving as the
" environment ·.and proper atmosphere for · lea rning English."
Students come from different social and economic backgrounds and range in a ge
from 10-65. Most are college
students. Fischer sa id their
main r eason for .coming wa s
an " interest in , knowing
American culture through the
University level."
\

One ·of the six summer productions at Asolo is Shakespeare's
"A
Midsummer
Night's Dream."
"Dream" takes place in an
Elizab~than version of Athens
and the surrounding woods.
The opening scenes are in
Athens where we learn that
two t;1en - Lysander and
Demetrius, both wish to
marry the lovely Hermia.
Against her father's wishes,
Hermia runs off with the man
of her.choice, Lysander.

For

Fine
BLUE PLATE "SUMMER" SPECIAL
MEAT - VEGETABLE - SALAD - ROLL - DRINK

All for Only 75c

IN THE MID S T of
"Dream," Shakespeare managed to add his biting social
and psychological commenta ry.
In the morning, all is recon•
ciled with the lovers, but the
audience is not s ure when the
fantasy of the past evening
began, or when it ends.
This combination of farce
a nd fantasy ends, like all
fairy tales, happily.
One needn't be an a uthority
of Shakespeare to enjoy a nd
appreciate the master's· creation.
AS FOR THE actors and actresses, largely college students, they were as a group,

·

TEMPLE TERRACE

for

~

HENRY'S
Package Store

C·LUB

· Slightly used golf halls
25c & 40cea.

for COLLEGE

..
COLDEST BEER
.. IN TOWN

Students

Only
9302 • 30th Street

* OPENING SOON *

ons~ of
.

.

Open until 1 A,M.
Phone

10124 Florida Ave.
10200-30th St.
909 W. Kennedy Blvd.

Where Better Sandwiches _are Made

YOU
WIN

RARELY WERE strong
lights needed or · used. The
soft lighting created an eer ie
atmosphere when r equired a romantic atmospher e when
appropriate.
It should be noted that the
horseshoe design of the Asolo
Theatre leaves little to be desired in respect to the seating
of the audience. With the far•
th est of the ·300 seats only 40
feet from the stage, it would
he difficult to find a bad seat.
It has the attributes of theatre
in-the-round, with none of the
disadvantages .
One d istressing point of
minor consequence was the
background music accompanying some of the dialogue.
The music was enjoyable, but
at times drowned out the
players, making the audience
strain to keep up · with the
play.

EVERYTIME
YOU
PATRONIZE
MERCHANTS
WHO
t.;t· · .
....
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AMERICA'S ORIGINAL JEANS • Since 1850
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8702 NEBRASKA AVE.

935-3985
935-8024
254-7461

Tampa~s Finest and Newest Sandwich Shops

Two Unes to·Serve You
Good Food ot Affordable
Prices

Morrisons

the
Fantastic
.

HE HOPED that t hrough
contact with t he Brazilians

•l . , }_ .

From

CUT RATE LIQUORS

5326 Busch Blvd • .

Fischer said that over (j(){)
people were waiting to partic•
ipat e in the E nglish Langua ge
Institute. He hoped the program her e wo~d be a start at
establishing similar language
studies across the United
States.

talented, and as individualsfascinating ! They acted as if
the year was 1600 and they
were a part of an E lizabethan
court entertaining royalty.
Though all characters did
commendable jobs on the
stage, one seemed to stand
out. He was Nick Bottom,
played by Donald C. Hoepner.
He amused all ,vith delightful
antics that . removed any
chance of the play getting
m ired down in serious_ness.
The parts of the changelings
were played by, appr opriately .
enough, young children . At
first tl1eir voices are distressing until you realize that the
voices should be that of young
children, then you can sit
back and enjoy their participation.
·
The props and garb used in
the production were simple
yet successful. Of particular
· interest was the use of a revolving triangular prop m aking the shift fr!)m Athens to
the woods quick and curious,
but still added to the overall
fine production.

W E.STE RN W EAR

rJ

Next To Pantry Pride

USF's Library has more than
12309 Nebraska Ave.
200 000 volumes on its shelves,
and now adds books at the rate (Just 'A Little N. of Fowler}
of about 25,000 per' year.
. OPEN 10 A.M. • 12 P.M.

lJeemaz

ERRACE

8448 56th Street

USF was chosen b~ause of
its geograp'hical location, clim ate, a nd facilities. Fischer
said he was especially pleased
with the reception at USF ,
and found the University a
" nice, friendly, and inter ested
institution,'' main factors in
choosing USF .

.

FOOD SERVICE

·

cu -rate liquors

THE ENGLISH Language
Institute in the United States
is not yet one year old: Students s tudied in J anuary at
the University of So.uthern
Mississippi. In Brazil, universities break J anuary, February and July.
·

King .At Asolo

As a part of the Asolo Theatre Festival in Sarasota, "A
Midsummer Night's Dream"
offers two Sl,lperb hours of
Shakespearean comedy
often subtle, but light humor
that the entire family can
readily enjoy.
·_For those unfamiliar with
the Asolo Theatre, a visit to
the .Ringling Museum grounds
(location of Asolo) is an unforgettable, beautiful experiADDING TO THE co11fusion
ence.
is another fair maiden, HeleThe theatre was originally
na. She loves, the spurned
built in Asolo, Italy, in 1798.
Demetr.ius,
who only has eyes
Except for mtnor additions
of Hermia .
and conveniences (air condic
The woods near Athens
tioning), the inter ior contains
were crowned this night as..
the original furnishings and
decor found in the 18th cef\tu- the secret r endezvous of ·Her. mia and Lysander unfolds. In
ry Italian Asolo Theatre.
these same woods the reSARASOTA'S Asolo is sur- hearsal of a low comedy by
rounded by . serene gardens, six working-class townsmen is
all a part of the Ringling · Mu-· · planned.
Add Demetrius, Helena, a
seum grounds. It takes very
little imagination to feel as fairy king, queen, and change-.though you are in a quaint lings (at differe nt times)
to this madcap, happening and
southern Italian villa.
the whole mess is terribly
amusing.
The fairies inadvertently
confuse the affections of the
lovers, causing even '. more
pandemonium.

DI NING GUIDE

NORTH CAFETHIA U.f.

--=-..i
M'( MA1"~~S ~A~S."

Co~edy

Phone 935-5107

: 13202 • 15th St.

Two hundred and eleven
stc:dents from the Yazigi Institute of Sao Paulo, ·Brazil arrived l a s t Monday and
Wednesday.

USF students would" become
An a ctive social life is an
interested in and curious impor tant part of the stuabout Brazil. He said it was . dents' visit. There ,vill be a
possible that USF students dance tomorr ow night at 8
might one day study at the in the University Center BallYazigi Institute.
room. E veryone is invited.

The Yazigi Institute sends
its own professors , one to
every 15. students. Four hours
are spent each morning in
class . Most of the wor k is
done in class, emphasizing the
· impor tance of individual contact as the main instructional
device · rather than book
study.

USF boasts a physical plant
consisting of 34 fl.illy a ir- ·
conditioned buildfogs valued at
mor e than $45 m illion.

Phone 932-4337

.

T h o s e colorful, foreignspeaking people you've seen
around the · University a re
Brazilians here to ' begin · a
three week language study._

The program is open to all interested regardless of their
former English training.

Fischer said the emphasis
is on conversational and not
theoretical language study.

".
lick up an extra carton today!

f ALLSTATE .

By RAY ZOGORSKI
Staff Writer

YAZIGI INSTITUTE is one
of a chain of schools in Brazil
teaching a ll modern languages. It is the center in South
, America for the study of modern linguistic study. The Institute has . rriodern language
study programs in many countries besides the United States.

~

,,

Brazilians Come . To USF
For English Institute

l:!!!..Ji@..

• Many Student Discounts
• Quality Merchandise

